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Hi to all 

The April edition was held over to May, to cover pertinent 

issues from our ITA Committee – AGM held on May 8th. 

 Resignation 

The Committee members, both past and present, wish to 

say a HUGE THANKYOU to Sharon Smith and Deb 

Armstrong who have resigned their positions after a 

number of years.  Please refer to Lesley’s President Report. 

 

 Committee  for 2014 

We warmly welcome new members to our committee: 

Xenia Braun – Hamburg (currently teaching at Belle Vue 

Primary School, Balwyn North) as our International 

Teachers Representative 

Anne Casey – ITF to Ontario in 2009 

. 

 

 

  ITA  FACEBOOK... Chrissy Temple has created 

the ITA Facebook Page..  Become a friend and spread the 

news. 

The website is: https://www.facebook.com/ITA1975 

 

. 

 

 

 

. DON’T FORGET ... to check our Mahogany Rise 

Primary School video of their 2013 trip to Scotland.... 

www.togetherwerise.com.au     This trip followed Daniel 

Riley’s ITF year in Perth, Scotland.  You will be interested 

to hear that Daniel is planning another trip ... to another 

region of Europe in 2015.  The ITF program has untold and 

unmeasurable benefits. 

 

 

 

THIS  ISSUE: 

 Coming activities above .. great to see members there 

 President’s Report 

 Ballarat Weekend 

 Lightning Ridge Opal Mines – our valuable sponsor 

 Welcome Home – 2013  Victorian ITF 

 12 MONTHS in 12 MINUTES 

 Where Are They Now? 

 Geelong Weekend 

 ITA - merchandise 

 

Cheers    Stephen Schneider   s.r.schneider@hotmail.com  

 

WHAT’S  ON: 

 

DON’T  FORGET:  The South Gipplsand and Bendigo Chapters are not running their weekend activity this year BUT they do 
invite our 2014 ITF and families to their respective regions and are most willing to provide assistance on sights to see and also 
accommodation – billeting.  Contact details are as follows. 
  
Sth Gippsland:  Gary & Sue McGrath on 56624233   Peter McCaughan  Ph 5662 4098 (Home) 
  mcgrath.gary.a@edumail.vic.gov.au mccaughan.peter.w@edumail.vic.gov.au 

Bendigo: Doug Jamieson 5441 5873  Doug Jamieson 5441 5873 

  jamo@netcon.net.au 
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The ITA continues to be challenged by the 

reducing number of teachers participating in 

the program.  

 

The work that Margaret Orme has been 

doing promoting the program through 

DEECD channels, in conjunction with VIEU and Catholic 

Education Office, appears to be having a positive impact 

on the number of teachers wishing to undertake the 

program.   

 

We must however continue our efforts to promote the 

program ourselves through our many networks and 

organisations.   

 

Of course we are also reliant upon applications from 

overseas over which have little or no control.  When 

attending the International Teachers’ conference it became 

apparent that other states are also experiencing the same 

problem.  NT and QLD have cut back their programs, 

which allows Victoria a greater chance of accessing the 

limited applications from overseas.  We need to use our 

newsletter to encourage our overseas members to promote 

the program, particularly to Victoria. 

 

With reducing numbers going overseas there is an impact 

upon our committee and the many Chapters who support 

our organisation.  These teams have relied upon the 

dedication of a core of people who have given their time 

and energy for many years.   

 

A number of our Chapter groups have had a change in 

their organisations over the past 12 months due to ill 

health.  On behalf of the committee, I would like to wish all 

concerned a speedy and successful recovery and thank 

the other members of the Chapters who have stood up and 

helped out the organisation and running of the weekends.   

 

We all know that part of the pleasure of working in an 

organisation such as this is the ability to meet new fellows 

and renew our experience living and working overseas.  It 

has been a challenge in the past to attract new members to 

these teams and to our central committee, but I encourage 

all returned fellows whether recent or in the past to renew 

their relationship with ITA and join either your local Chapter 

or the ITA committee.  If there is no Chapter near to you, 

perhaps you could offer to showcase the area you live in by 

running a weekend or offering to host an ITF participant. 

 

THANK YOU to all our Chapter groups who really do 

contribute to the success of the Fellowship year for our 

overseas teachers.  You create the memories that the ITFs 

take home with them. 

 

I would also like to acknowledge the work of the central 

committee who give up many weekends and days in their 

holidays to participate in briefings, going to the football, the 

Welcome Home event as well as attending some of the 

Chapter weekends.   

 

I would particularly like to thank Sharon Smith and Deb 

Armstrong who are retiring for our committee this year.  

Their lives have taken them down different paths which will 

not allow them to continue with us.  Both Sharon and Deb 

have been on the committee for a number of years and 

their experience will be missed.  Sharon was responsible 

for the introduction of the Welcome Home dinner for 

returning fellows and Deb instigated the Healesville 

Chapter.  Hopefully we will still have some contact with Deb 

on those weekends. 

 

During this year we have revised our rules of incorporation 

to bring them in line with current legislation.  Thanks to Di 

Leighfield for the work she did around that.  It was a huge 

job, but she led us through the task to a satisfactory 

outcome with our rules being accepted as a special general 

meeting.  If people want to read these rules, they are 

available on our website. 

 

Thanks to all committee members for your work this year.  I 

look forward to working with you again over the next 12 

months. 

 

Lesley Hall 

President  ITA – Victoria 

 

From all accounts our 2014 International  ITF have had 

a great start to the year and were looking forward to 

Term II after a break that included interstate and 

international travel. 

PRESIDENT’S       REPORT     2014 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

President:   Lesley Hall     cljthall@optusnet.net.au  

Vice President:  Chrissy Temple                  ctemp81@yahoo.com.au 

Treasurer:  Di Leighfield     leighfield.dianne.d@edumail.vic.gov.au 

Minute Secretary:   Maurene Bodie                     bodie.maurene.a@edumail.vic.gov.au 

Secretary:   Stephen Schneider             s.r.schneider@hotmail.com 

Membership:       Joan D’Elia           Joan.Delia@wesleycollege.net 

Newsletter:    Stephen Schneider          s.r.schneider@hotmail.com 

Social:       Alice Bray          alice.bray@gmail.com 

Merchandise:  Sheena Angus                       angus.sheena.p@edumail.vic.gov.au 

Committee:  Rosemary Chapple          rosemary.chapple@marcellin.vic.edu.au 

   Anne Casey     racasey@optusnet.com.au 

International Rep:   Xenia Braun     xsbraun@hotmail.com 

Website:   Sheryl Allen             allemail2007@gmail.com 

DEECD:  Margaret Orme                                 orme.margaret.a@edumail.vic.gov.au 

 

 

 

ITA  COMMITTEE    MEETINGS   -   2014 

                 Fairfield   RSL   at   5.15pm.   Railway Place.  Fairfield   

                                     www.fairfieldalphington.rslvic.com.au 

       2nd  Thursday of the month:   

12 June.  14  August.  11 September.  9  October.  13  November.  11  December 

 

The ITA  wishes  to acknowledge the ongoing support of Nick form Lightning Ridge Opal Mines 

OPALS                 OPALS                OPALS             OPALS 

    LIGHTNING RIDGE OPAL MINES 

 Thinking opals….see Nick Le Souef at … 

   

 Ground Floor     Alice Springs Address: 

         175 Flinders Lane   75 Todd Mall 

          MELBOURNE  3000   ALICE SPRINGS  NT  0870 

           between Swanston & Russell Streets   

(03)  9654  4444 (W)    (03)  9654  4870  (F)   0419  383  315  (AH) 

Nick is a keen supporter of the ITA so if it’s opals you want, give Nick a call

 

ITA  -    COMMITTEE   -  2014 
 

mailto:bodie.maurene.a@edumail.vic.gov.au
mailto:Joan.Delia@wesleycollege.net
mailto:rosemary.chapple@marcellin.vic.edu.au
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http://www.fairfieldalphington.rslvic.com.au/


 

.Shelley Dell with her Ballarat group 
 

A large number of our International ITF travelled to Ballarat, 

enjoying the activities and ‘friendly welcome’ from the ITA 

group, led by Shelley and Ian Dell.   There was a large 

contingent of Ballart ITA, including Helen Morris and Liz 

Keirce – both Dr Lawrie Shears Service Award recipients.  

After the day Sovereign Hill experience, everyone gathered 

at the home of Helen Harrison for the evening bbq, which 

was indoors due to some welcome rain.  While listening to 

the many ITF experiences and in particular those of the 

current ITF, we nibbled on Kangaroo meat!!   It seems some 

humorous times were had at their new schools when 

hearing some Aussie teachers making comments that 

clashed with the international interpretation of: 

 the boys don’t like to wear thongs 

 it will be in your bumbag  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As Shelley warmly welcomed 

everyone, she held a large jar of 

vegemite, which was in turn held 

by each one present as they 

spoke briefly about their ITF 

year.  Going by the immediate 

facial reactions, a few of our 

visiting ITF had already tried it and  .... well .. it will be 

something to get used to! 

 

 

 

 

In brief, our 2014 ITF were in a both small and large 

schools, enjoying the close and supportive year level 

teams, and getting used to the meetings!  Of course the 

term break travel plans were well underway.   

 

 

 

To finish the night we all enjoyed cheese cake and 

pavlova. 

 

 

A HUGE THANKYOU to the Shelley Dell and the 

Ballarat group, for organising the weekend and 

making our International ITF so welcome. 

 

BALLARAT   WEEKEND     -     MARCH 

 



 

 

On March 22nd, members of the ITA committee met with 

some of our returned - 2013 Victorian ITF - at Sapore 

Restaurant, St Kilda.   

 

It was great to hear the ‘very fresh memories’ and their 

plans for the future, which included using the experience to 

seek promotion.  There were also plans to become actively 

involved in supporting our International ITF this year and 

beyond. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thanks to Deb Armstrong for organising the 

WELCOME BACK!!!! 

 

 

 

 

 

The Nicholls family have sent us something special  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
I accompanied my wife Julie on exchange to Edmonton in 

2012, along with our 12 year old daughter Meg. 

 

All the way down here at 2014 we are still processing our 

2012 experience and trying to make sense of the huge 

collection of photos, videos and memories we have 

accumulated. 

 

Over the summer break I made myself sit down and put 

together a collection of video highlights from our exchange. 

 

Here is a link to the finished product on Youtube. 

 

 http://youtu.be/hGBdzmumgvg 

or 

 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hGBdzmumgvg 

 

You are able to download the video directly from this 

address: 

 

 https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/4763316/2012

_exchange_Nicholls.m4v 

 

 

The music is cleared for public screening and sharing and 

you are welcome to show it to anyone. 

 

While I was in Edmonton I took whatever opportunities I 

could to exercise my Media teaching skills and regularly 

visited Julie's school to work with students on media and 

multimedia activities. 

 

Regards 

 

Andrew Nicholls 

Wanganui Park Secondary College 

Shepparton 

 

editor’s note:  I do encourage you to follow the link and 

enjoy the 12 Minutes.  No matter the year of our ITF, I am 

sure we all take time to revisit our movies and photos... 

again.... and .... again...and....again! 

 

WELCOME   HOME    -   2013  AUSSIE  ITF 

 JULIE  -   ANDREW  -   MEG     NICHOLLS 

 

12  MONTHS   in  12  MINUTES 

‘The experience of a lifetime’ 

http://youtu.be/hGBdzmumgvg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hGBdzmumgvg
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/4763316/2012_exchange_Nicholls.m4v
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Each newsletter we will be presenting the profile on one of 

our members.  In doing so, we will enjoy the range of ITF 

experiences throughout the years and observe any 

similarities/changes that occur along the way. 

 

THANKYOU to Malcolm, for accepting the offer to be our 

first contributor. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The teacher exchanges for Victoria commenced in early 

1970s, introduced with wonderful foresight by then Director-

General of Education, Dr Lawrie Shears.  Initially, no 

Victorian teachers participated.  Instead a handful of 

teachers from North America were invited to Victoria for 

a two-year period.  Their school position was arranged by 

the Department, and the participants found accommodation 

and transport.  One of these US ‘pioneers’ was teaching 

at my school.   

 

By the end of the 1970s I was in Denver for a year in a 

system basically the same as the ITF participants today.  

Well not quite – in my year there were 45 ITF positions to 

North America alone.  The Aussie dollar, then around US 

$1.15, was possibly a big encouragement. 

 

Exchange year: 1978 

Location: Golden Junior High School -  in the outer western 

suburb of Denver, at the start of where the Rocky Mountains 

rise.  The distinctive sharp change of gradient was visible 

out of my classroom window. 

7 Victorian ITF families were in Colorado that year – maybe 

the greatest concentration of Vics on any exchange ever. 

School size: about 500 students and about 20 staff. 

Student characteristics – homogeneous culture with few 

of Latino or African background.  Neither high nor low 

achieving culture academically.  Broad sport interest, 

though mostly not victorious in competition. 

Good administration. Dedicated and competent staff overall, 

though strategies seemed mostly to be traditional and 

nothing much “new-age”. 

Subjects taught: all Math (“Ma-aath”) – Arithmetic, Pre-

Algebra, Algebra to Grades 7, 8, and 9. 

Daily routine: taught 6 out of 6 one-hour classes each day, 

with 30 minutes for lunch.  Every day, the same timetable. 

Started classes at 7:30, finished about 2:15 pm, then 

required to stay for 1.5 hours doing correction, preparation. 

 

Two characteristics of school operations which surprised 

me: 

1.     Students not on task were invariably referred to 

counselors with little intervention from class teachers – by 

mutual agreement – whereupon some of the students were 

“over-diagnosed”. 

2.     I was advised in the first week of teaching of Math, 

that all students in the whole county (perhaps 30 schools) 

should be on the same page of the textbook for every day of 

the semester.   

 

Currently many readers are part way through their 

exchange experience.  You are selected for exchange, and 

a sequence of busy, uncertain events start their course.  

Settling in is more difficult than imagined.  Now that you 

have completed the initial adjustments, you have your own 

experiences as a lens with which to view my comments.  I 

will note a few perspectives: 

“It was the experience of a lifetime.”    Well, yes, but it is 

not the only one.  Experiences remain vivid.  I treasure 

the friends, the teaching experience, the photos, the travel 

and all the memories.  On return there is a bit of a ‘downer’, 

for obvious reasons.  It does not last long as you, now 

invigorated and informed by the experience, re-engage 

with communities.  The experience of teaching in another 

system, in a different educational setting, under a different 

set of premises, develops observations, insights, 

resilience, independence, judgements and decision 

making.  You are reminded with fresh sensitivity and 

understanding of the trials of being a beginning teacher and 

you fine tune skills in patience, consideration, cooperation 

and consultation.  Opportunities abound.  I am grateful for 

many new professional, and community experiences in 

subsequent years: the most fruitful and beneficial was 

continuing teaching in schools, but also school council, local  

and state curriculum activities, state subject committee, 

VCE exam marker and setter, joint textbook writer, and of 

course continuous member of the ITA - Victoria.  Take your 

pick.  And there is more travel. 

 

“Just DON’T say no!”    My wife and I tried never to say “no” 

to an opportunity or invitation.  This delivered some 

unimagined experiences and opportunities – plus an 

occasional ‘bummer’.   Unfortunately, in the last month of 

our exchange, we did have to say no numerous times as 

invitations mounted.  Do not be disappointed when well-

meaning offers do not materialise – gives you a chance to 

do it yourselves. The strength and confidence gained 

become lifelong resources. 

 

MALCOLM  COCKING  -   

 

REFLECTIONS 

from a not-sad old guy on his on 

 ITF position more than a few years ago 
 

WHERE   ARE  THEY  NOW ? 

 



Don’t expect to be feted – either in your new school, or on 

return to your homeland.  You are there, first, for your role in 

school.  There is an aspect of being exotic, especially in the 

early days.  To become ‘one of them’ is high compliment.  

Your teaching colleagues have a different view of your 

exchange.  Don’t expect to be asked for ideas, though that 

will occur from time to time.  Upon return, success as a 

revolutionary is rare, but be ready with your worthwhile 

ideas. 

 

Malcolm Cocking   

 Over 35 years in teaching.   

 Now part-time tutor in Maths Education at the 

University of Melbourne 

 

 

 

 

Sometimes the best of experiences can be small and 
intimate. That was what the Geelong 
weekend was and that was fine. 
 
The Braun family from Germany, were 
the only ones able to make it to Geelong 
on the last weekend in April. They stayed 
with Sue and David Strong and we 
enjoyed some wonderful time together.   

 
Juggling the children’s sporting 
commitments (very important for a young 
German lad to learn about Aussie rules 

football) meant that the family arrived in Geelong on 
Saturday lunch.  
 
We really enjoyed our first hours together, exchanging our 
experiences of an ITF position and then we headed off to 

Bells Beach. This beach 
delighted our overseas 
visitors with its beauty 
and accessibility and the 
family was pleased to be 
able to see where the world 
surfing titles had been held 
the previous week.  
 
Then onto Point Addis 
where a walk  ( a 90 minute 
walk.... ) underneath the 
grand cliffs was a delight.   
 
 
 

That evening we were joined by the Dunlops (Scotland 
2008) and we all enjoyed learning about one another. A 
particular highlight for we Aussies was the discussion 
about life in East Germany both before and after the wall 
came down. Such discussions really enhance international 
understanding. 
 

Sunday morning 
it gave us great 
pride to take our 
visitors to Eastern 
Beach, which 
affords a glorious 
view over Geelong. 
The sun was 

shining and we were honoured to show them the lovely bay, 
so close to our downtown area.  
 
We all enjoyed the walk 
along the edge of the bay, 
following the trail of 
bollards which have been 
turned into wooden 
people, all of whom 
reflect some of the history 
of Geelong. 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 
A picnic lunch as we looked 
over the moored yachts in the 
bay then a coffee at the café 
on the waters’ edge, was a 
fine conclusion to our very 
short but most delightful time 
together. 
  
Thanks to Xenia for the photos 

 

 

 

Thanks to Sue and David 

Strong for organising the 

weekend. 

 

 

GEELONG    WEEKEND    -  APRIL 

 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
POLO SHIRTS 

Printed ITA logo with 

Navy Trim 

 

Men 

 XXL, XL, L, M 

  

Women 

12, 14, 16, 18 

  

$35:00 

POLO FLEECE VESTS 

Embroidered ITA logo 

Men  

Sizes XXL, XL, L, M 

 

Women 

Sizes 

12, 14, 16, 18 

  

$40:00 

BASEBALL  CAP 

Embroidered ITA logo 

$15:00 

AUSSIE   PINS 

Koalas or Kangaroos  

Bag of 15 

$10:00 

CONTACT:   

Sheena Angus  

angus.sheena.p@edumail.vic.gov.au 

 

INTERNATIONAL  TEACHERS’ ASSOCIATION  -  VICTORIA 

-  MERCHANDISE  - 

TRAVEL  MUG 

With printed ITA logo 

$15:00 


